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Abstract A fundamental step in sentence comprehension involves assigning se-
mantic roles to sentence constituents. To accomplish this, the listener must parse
the sentence, find constituents that are candidate arguments, and assign semantic
roles to those constituents. Where do children learning their first languages begin
in solving this problem? To experiment with different representations that children
may use to begin understanding language, we have built a computational model for
this early point in language acquisition. This system, Latent BabySRL, learns from
transcriptions of natural child-directed speech and makes use of psycholinguisti-
cally plausible background knowledge and realistically noisy semantic feedback to
improve both an intermediate syntactic representation and its final semantic role
classification. Using this system we show that it is possible for a simple learner in a
plausible (noisy) setup to begin comprehending the meanings of simple sentences,
when initialized with a small amount of concrete noun knowledge and some simple
syntax-semantics mapping biases, before acquiring any specific verb knowledge.

1 Introduction

When learning their first language, children must cope with enormous ambiguity in
both the meaning and structure of input sentences. Ultimately, children must select
candidate meanings by observing the world and align them with the sentence pre-
sented in the input. They must do so without already knowing which parts of the
sentence refer to which parts of their conceptual representations of world events.
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Even worse, the child must also identify the ways in which structural aspects of sen-
tences, which are not clearly displayed in the surface form of the utterance, convey
aspects of the relational meanings of those sentences. For example, phrase order
or case marking identify the roles that particular constituents play in the sentence’s
meaning, thus conveying who does what to whom. Despite both of these sources of
ambiguity, semantic and syntactic, children do learn to interpret sentences, and do
so without detailed feedback about whether their interpretations, or their hypothe-
sized syntactic structures, were correct. When faced with an ambiguous world, and
with word-strings rather than sentence structures, how can learners begin to identify
and interpret the syntactic structures of sentences?

The ambiguity of word-strings as evidence for syntax is a nearly universally rec-
ognized problem for language acquisition. But the ambiguity of scenes as evidence
for sentence meaning is sometimes overlooked. To illustrate, take the sentence “The
girl tickled the boy,” accompanied by a scene in which a boy and girl play together,
and at some point the girl does tickle the boy. Any scene offers up a host of can-
didate interpretations, both related and unrelated to the target event described by
the sentence. These might include the boy and girl playing, the boy squirming and
giggling, the girl giggling, background facts about the boy or girl that might be of
interest (e.g., “You know that girl from preschool.”), and so forth. Among the avail-
able construals might be some that are very difficult to tease apart based on even
an extended sequence of suitable scenes. For example, scenes of ‘giving’ nearly
always also involve ‘getting’, scenes of ‘chasing’ involve ‘fleeing,’ and scenes of
‘putting’ an object in a location also imply that the object ‘goes’ into that loca-
tion. The basic predicate-argument semantics of a sentence are not simple descrip-
tions of scenes, but rather express the speaker’s selected perspective on that scene
(e.g., Clark (1990)). It is up to the speaker to direct the attention of the child listener
to the correct interpretation, through various means such as looking, gestures (Nappa
et al., 2009) and the sentence itself.

In this chapter we develop a computational language learner that must cope with
this ambiguity of both scene and sentence in learning to classify abstract seman-
tic roles for verbal predicate arguments. This computational learner, our ‘Latent
BabySRL’, learns from child directed speech transcripts and ambiguous semantic
feedback, treating an intermediate syntactic representation as a latent structure that
must be learned along with the semantic predictions. This system allows us to test
various plausible sources of knowledge and representation for the child learner,
showing that simple structural cues regarding the identification of nouns are nec-
essary for disambiguating noisy semantics.

1.1 Addressing the ambiguity of sentences and scenes: Semantic
and syntactic bootstrapping

A vivid illustration of the ambiguity of scenes comes from ‘human simulation’ ex-
periments devised by Gleitman and colleagues to investigate word learning based
on observations of accompanying scenes (Gillette et al., 1999; Snedeker and Gleit-
man, 2004). In these experiments, adult observers watched video-clips of mothers
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interacting with toddlers. In each video-clip, the mother had uttered a common noun
or verb; the soundtracks of the videos were removed and participants heard only a
‘beep’ at the point in each video when the target word had been spoken. The ob-
server’s task was to guess what word the mother had said. Observers saw a series of
such clips for each target word; thus they had opportunities for cross-situational ob-
servation. Participants were much more accurate in guessing the target nouns than
the verbs. Performance with verbs improved considerably, however, when partic-
ipants also received information about the sentence structures in which the verbs
occurred. These results suggest that scene observations are systematically less in-
formative for learning verbs than for learning nouns. The referents of many con-
crete nouns can be identified via scene observation alone, but verb referents are
typically more abstract (i.e. less ‘imageable’) (Gillette et al., 1999), and therefore
naturally harder to observe in scenes. Efficient verb learning depends on support
from sentence-structure cues.

On the other hand, despite the ambiguity of scenes, it is clear that a substantial
part of the evidence required to learn a language must come from observing events.
Only by observing words used in appropriate referential contexts (e.g., ‘feed’ when
feeding is relevant, ‘cookie’ when cookies are relevant) could children attach ap-
propriate semantic content to those words. For this reason, theories of language
acquisition routinely assume that learning to use words and syntax in sentence inter-
pretation is a partly supervised task, where the supervision comes from observation
of world events: For each input sentence, learners use their existing knowledge of
words and sentence structure to generate a possible meaning; the fit of this meaning
with the referential context provides feedback for improving the child’s lexical and
grammatical knowledge. We would argue, however, that most theories or models of
language acquisition finesse the true ambiguity of observation of world events, by
assuming that the child has access to the correct interpretation of input sentences
some substantial proportion of the time – often enough to support robust acquisition
(e.g.,Chang et al. (2006); Pinker (1984); Tomasello (2003)).

The semantic bootstrapping theory is a special case of such accounts (Pinker,
1984, 1989). The semantic bootstrapping theory focuses on the ambiguity of word-
strings as evidence for syntactic structure, and proposes that learners are equipped
with innate links between semantic and syntactic categories and structures; these
links allow them to use semantic evidence to identify words and structures that are
of particular syntactic types in their native language. To take a simple example,
children might infer that words referring to entities in the world are nouns, or that
a phrase referring to an agent of action in the main event described by an input
sentence is the grammatical subject. On this account, access to word and sentence
meaning (derived from scene observations) plays a privileged role in identifying
syntactic structure, with the aid of innate links between syntax and semantics. To
return to our ‘tickle’ example, the child would use previously acquired knowledge of
the content words in this sentence (‘girl’, ‘boy’, and ‘tickle’) to choose the relevant
construal of the scene. Via semantic bootstrapping, the child would then infer that
the noun-phrase naming the agent of tickling should be the grammatical subject of
the sentence. The sentence “The girl tickled the boy” would then yield a data point
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that the child could begin to use to determine where to find the grammatical subject
in English sentences.

The syntactic bootstrapping theory (Landau and Gleitman, 1985; Naigles, 1990),
in contrast, focuses on the ambiguity of scenes, particularly with regard to learning
the abstract relational meanings of verbs and of sentence-structural devices such as
word order or case marking (Gillette et al., 1999). Syntactic bootstrapping proposes
that children use partial knowledge of sentence structure to select likely meanings
of input sentences; by doing so they gain access to syntactic support for verb learn-
ing. Like semantic bootstrapping, syntactic bootstrapping requires that the learner
have access to links between syntax and semantics; for syntactic bootstrapping to
play a role in the initial creation of a lexicon and grammar, some of these links must
be innate. The nature of these links is typically assumed to follow from the fun-
damental nature of the relational meanings of verbs (Gillette et al., 1999; Landau
and Gleitman, 1985; Naigles, 1990; Fisher et al., 1989): Verbs are argument-taking
predicates, and the number of semantic arguments required to play out the meaning
of each verb is systematically related to the phrasal structure of sentences containing
that verb (e.g., Levin and Rappaport-Hovav (2005); Pinker (1989)). In our ‘tickle’
example, the presence of two noun-phrase arguments in the target sentence “The
girl tickled the boy” is clearly no accident, but reflects the underlying predicate-
argument structure of the verb.

1.2 How could syntactic bootstrapping begin?
But given the dual problem we started with, the rampant ambiguity of both word-
strings and scenes, how could any aspects of sentence structure begin to guide sen-
tence interpretation without considerable prior learning about the syntax and mor-
phology of the native language? The ‘structure-mapping’ account of the origins of
syntactic bootstrapping (Fisher et al., 2010) proposes one way in which sentence
structures might first guide sentence interpretation, even before children learn much
about the syntax of the native language.

First, the structure-mapping account proposes that children are predisposed to
align each noun in a sentence with a core semantic argument of a predicate. Given
this bias, the number of nouns in the sentence becomes intrinsically meaningful to
toddlers. In our ‘tickle’ illustration, simply identifying the target sentence as con-
taining two nouns should prompt children to select an interpretation with two core
participant roles. This simple constraint allows a skeletal representation of sentence
structure, grounded in the learning of some nouns, to guide sentence interpreta-
tion essentially from the start – and to do so without requiring prior knowledge
of verb meanings. This simple inference would yield a probabilistic distinction be-
tween transitive and intransitive sentences, increasing the probability that children
interpret an input sentence as its speaker intended, despite the ambiguity of scenes.
In turn, this increased accuracy in sentence interpretation puts the child in a better
position to obtain useful information from the observed scene about other aspects
of the meaning of the sentence. Such experiences provide useful information about
‘tickle,’ and about the interpretation of English sentences more generally.
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Second, the structure-mapping account, like any form of syntactic bootstrapping,
assumes that children represent their experience with language in usefully abstract
terms. These abstract representations both give children access to the proposed in-
nate bias to align nouns with participant-roles (Yuan et al., ress), and permit rapid
generalization of language-specific learning to new sentences and new verbs (Gert-
ner et al., 2006; Pinker, 1984). As a result, each advance in learning the syntactic
choices of the native language offers new constraints on verb and sentence interpre-
tation. The structure-mapping account proposes that even skeletal representations
of sentence structure grounded in a set of nouns provide a preliminary format for
further learning about the syntax of the native language (see also (Bever, 1970)). To
illustrate, experiences like the one sketched in our ‘tickle’ example, given abstract
representations of both (partial) sentence structure and semantic roles, could pro-
vide the learner with evidence that the first of two noun arguments is an agent of
action, and the second is a patient or recipient of action.

This process exemplifies the kind of iterative, opportunistic learning from partial
knowledge that inspired the term ‘bootstrapping’. It naturally incorporates aspects
of both semantic and syntactic bootstrapping (Gillette et al., 1999): Children are as-
sumed to identify the referents of some concrete nouns via a word-to-world mapping
unaided by syntactic bootstrapping. As a result, early vocabularies tend to be dom-
inated by nouns (Gentner, 2006). Children then assume, by virtue of the referential
meanings of these nouns, that the nouns are candidate arguments of verbs. This is
a simple form of semantic bootstrapping, requiring the use of built-in assumptions
about syntax-semantics links to identify the grammatical function of known words
– nouns in particular (Pinker, 1984). In this way, an initial noun vocabulary grounds
a preliminary estimate of the syntax of the sentence, which in turn permits further
word and syntax learning, via syntactic bootstrapping.

In this chapter we use a Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) task (Carreras and
Màrquez, 2004) based on child-directed speech (CDS) to model these initial steps
in syntactic bootstrapping. Computational models of semantic role labeling face a
learning problem similar to the one children face in early sentence comprehension:
The system learns to identify, for each verb in a sentence, all constituents that fill
a semantic role, and to determine their roles, such as agent, patient or goal. Our
‘BabySRL’ system (Connor et al., 2008, 2009, 2010) learns to predict the seman-
tic roles of verbs’ arguments in input sentences by directly implementing the as-
sumptions of the ‘structure-mapping’ account. That is, the model 1) assumes that
each noun is a candidate argument of a verb and 2) models the semantic prediction
task with abstract role labels and abstract (though partial) sentence-representations
grounded in a set of nouns. Our goals in implementing these assumptions in a com-
putational model of semantic role labeling were to test the main claims of our ac-
count by explicitly modeling learning based on the proposed skeletal description
of sentence structure, given natural corpora of child-directed speech. We equipped
the model with an unlearned bias to map each noun onto an abstract semantic role,
and asked whether partial representations grounded in a set of nouns are useful
as a starting point in learning to interpret sentences. We used English word-order
as a first case study: Can the BabySRL learn useful facts about English sentence-
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interpretation, such as that the first of two nouns tends to be an agent? Crucially, in
the present modeling experiments we asked whether learning that begins with the
proposed representational assumptions can be used to improve the skeletal sentence
representations with which the learner began.

In carrying out the simulations described here, our main preoccupation has been
to find ways for our model to reflect both the ambiguity of scene-derived feedback
about the meaning of input sentences and the ambiguity of word-strings as evidence
for syntactic structure. Like the major theoretical accounts of language acquisition
briefly discussed above, computational language-learning systems (including both
those in the the Natural Language Processing (NLP) tradition and more explicitly
psycholinguistically-inspired models) often rely on implausibly veridical feedback
to learn, both in divining syntactic structure from a sentence and in fitting a meaning
to it. For example, the state-of-the-art SRL system which we used as a baseline for
designing our BabySRL (Punyakanok et al., 2008), like other similar systems, mod-
els semantic-role labeling in a pipeline model, involving first training a syntactic
parser, then training a classifier that learns to identify constituents that are candidate
arguments based both on the output of the preceding syntactic parser and on di-
rect feedback regarding the identity of syntactic arguments and predicates. Features
derived from the output of this closely supervised syntactic predicate-argument clas-
sifier then serve as input to a separate semantic-role classifier that learns to assign
semantic roles to arguments relative to each predicate, given feedback about the ac-
curacy of the role assignments. At each level in this traditional pipeline architecture,
the structure that is learned is not tailored for the final semantic task of predicting se-
mantic roles, and the learning depends on the provision of detailed feedback about
both syntax and semantics. In essence, whereas children learn through applying
partial knowledge at multiple levels of the complex learning and inference problem,
successful computational learners typically require incorporating detailed feedback
at every step. Therefore our first steps in developing the BabySRL have been to
simplify the representations and the feedback available at each step, constrained
by what we argue is available to children at early points in language learning (see
below).

In the present work we built a computational system that treats a simple form of
syntax as a hidden structure that must be learned jointly with semantic role classifi-
cation. Both types of learning are based on the representational assumptions of the
structure-mapping account, and on the provision of high-level, but varyingly am-
biguous, semantic feedback. To better match the learning and memory capabilities
of a child learner, we implemented our learning in an online, sentence-by-sentence
fashion.

With this system we aim to show that:

• Nouns are relatively easy to identify in the input, using distributional clustering
and minimal supervision.

• Once some nouns are identified as such, those nouns can be used to identify verbs
based on the verbs’ argument-taking behavior.

• The identification of nouns and verbs yields a simple linear sentence structure
that allows semantic-role predictions.
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(a) Sentence The girl tickled the boy .
A0 A1
N V N

(b) Semantic Feedback
(c) Syntactic Structure
(d) Feature girl argument:girl boy argument:boy
Representation predicate:tickled predicate:tickled

NPat: 1st of 2 Ns NPat: 2nd of 2 Ns
VPos:Before Verb VPos: After Verb

Table 1 Example input and feedback representation for the original BabySRL system. For each
training sentence (a), gold standard semantic feedback (b) provided true abstract role labels for
each argument, and gold standard part-of-speech tagging provided true identification of the nouns
and verbs in the sentence (c). Each noun was treated as an argument by the semantic-role classifier;
in the input to this classifier, nouns were represented (features (d)) by the target argument and
predicate themselves, and features indicating the position of each noun in a linear sequence of
nouns (NPatttern or NPat, e.g., 1st of 2 nouns, 2nd of 2 nouns) and its position relative to the verb
(VPosition or VPos). Section 4.1.1 will further describe these features.

• The skeletal sentence structure created via minimally supervised noun identifi-
cation provides constraints on possible sentence structures, permitting the Latent
BabySRL to begin learning from highly ambiguous semantic-role feedback.

2 BabySRL and Related Computational Models

In our previous computational experiments with the BabySRL, we showed that it is
possible to learn to assign abstract semantic roles based on shallow sentence repre-
sentations that depend only on knowing the number and order of nouns; the position
of the verb, once identified, added further information (Connor et al., 2008). Table 1
gives an example of the representations and feedback that were originally used to
drive learning in the BabySRL. In our first simulations (Connor et al., 2008), full
(gold standard) semantic-role feedback was provided along with a shallow syntactic
input representation in which nouns and verbs were accurately identified. This skele-
tal representation sufficed to train a simple semantic role classifer, given samples of
child-directed speech. For example, the BabySRL succeeded in interpreting transi-
tive sentences with untrained (invented) verbs, assigning an agent’s role to the first
noun and a patient’s role to the second noun in test sentences such as ”Adam krads
Mommy”. These first simulations showed that representations of sentence structure
as simple as ‘the first of two nouns’ are useful as a starting point for sentence un-
derstanding, amid the variability of natural corpora of child-directed speech.

However, the representations shown in Table 1 do not do justice to the two
sources of ambiguity that face the human learner, as discussed above. The original
BabySRL modeled a learner that already (somehow) knew which words were nouns
and in some versions which were verbs, and also could routinely glean the true in-
terpretation of input sentences from assumed observation of world events. These are
the kinds of input representations that make syntactic and semantic bootstrapping
unnecessary (in the model), and that we have argued are not available to the novice
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learner. Therefore in subsequent work, we began to weaken these assumptions, re-
ducing the amount of previous knowledge assumed by the input representations and
by the semantic-role feedback provided to the BabySRL. These next steps showed
that the proposed simple structural representations were robust to drastic reductions
in the integrity of the semantic-role feedback (when gold-standard semantic role
feedback was replaced with a simple animacy heuristic for identifying likely agents
and non-agents; (Connor et al., 2009)) or of the system for argument and predi-
cate identification (when gold standard part-of-speech tagging was replaced with a
minimimally-supervised distributional clustering procedure; (Connor et al., 2010)).
In this chapter we develop a system that learns the same semantic role labeling
task when given input representations and feedback that in our view more closely
approximate the real state of the human learner: semantic feedback that is dramat-
ically more ambiguous, coupled with the need to infer a hidden syntactic structure
for sentences presented as word-sequences, based on the combination of bottom-up
distributional learning with indirect and ambiguous semantic feedback.

Much previous computational work has grappled with core questions about the
earliest steps of language acquisition, and about links between verb syntax and
meaning. Here we briefly review some major themes in these literatures, focusing
on the range of assumptions made by various classes of models. In particular, we
specify what problems of language learning each class of models attempts to solve,
and what input and feedback assumptions they rely on to do so. As we shall see, the
field has largely kept separate the learning of syntactic categories and structures on
the one hand, and the learning of syntax-semantics links on the other. Few models
attempt to combine the solutions to both of these problems, and we would argue
that none simultaneously reflect the two central ambiguity problems (of sentence
and scene input) that face the learner.

First, a large and varied class of computational models explores the use of dis-
tributional learning in a constrained architecture to permit the unsupervised identi-
fication of syntactic categories or structures. For example, clustering words based
on similar distributional contexts (e.g., preceding and/or following words) results in
word-classes that strongly resemble syntactic categories (e.g., Brown et al. (1992);
Elman (1991); Johnson (2007); Mintz et al. (2002); Mintz (2003)). In these systems,
the text itself is typically the only input to the learner, but the nature of the classes
also depends on the model’s assumptions about how much context is available, and
how (and how many) clusters are formed. Several influential recent models have ex-
tended such distributional analysis techniques to discover the constituent structure
of sentences, and hierarchical dependencies between words or constituents (e.g. Bod
(2009); Klein and Manning (2004); Solan et al. (2005); Waterfall et al. (2010)).
These models again are unsupervised in the sense that they receive only word-
sequences (or word-class sequences) as input, with no direct feedback about the ac-
curacy of the structures they infer. They are also constrained by various assumptions
about the nature of the structures to be uncovered (e.g., binary hierarchical struc-
tures), and by pressures toward generalization (e.g., minimum description length
assumptions). The constraints imposed constitute the model’s fragment of Univer-
sal Grammar. These models inherit a long-standing focus on the importance of dis-
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tributional analysis in linguistics (Harris, 1951; Yang, 2011); jointly, such models
demonstrate that appropriately constrained distributional analysis yields powerful
cues to grammatical categories and structures. However, these models create unla-
beled categories and structures, yielding no clear way to link their outputs into a
grammar, or a system for interpreting or producing sentences. For the most part,
distributional learning models have not been linked with models of sentence pro-
cessing (though we will discuss one exception to this rule below). This is one of the
goals of the current work, to link bottom-up distributional learning with a system
for semantic-role labeling.

Second, a distinct class of models tackles the learning of relationships between
syntax and semantics. A prominent recent approach is to use hierarchical Bayesian
models to learn flexible, multi-level links between syntax and semantics, including
syntactic-semantic classes of verbs and abstract verb constructions (e.g., Parisien
and Stevenson (2010); Perfors et al. (2010)), the abstract semantic roles that are
linked with particular argument positions within verb frames or constructions (Al-
ishahi and Stevenson, 2010), and verbs’ selection restrictions (Alishahi and Steven-
son, 2012). These models address fascinating questions about the nature and rep-
resentation of links between form and meaning. However, they do not attempt to
address the ambiguity of either the sentence or scene input for the novice learner.
Models in this class typically begin with input sentences that are already specified
in both syntactic and semantic terms.

For example, Table 2 presents an input representation for the sentence “Sarah
ate lunch” as presented to the models of Alishahi and Stevenson (2010, 2012). The
syntactic part of this representation includes the identity of the verb, and the iden-
tity, number, and order of the verb’s arguments. The semantic part is constructed
based on hand-annotated verb usages and semantic properties extracted from the
WordNet hierarchy (Miller et al., 1990). The semantic representations provide both
lexical-semantic features of the arguments and verb (e.g., that ‘Sarah’ is female) and
features representing the role each argument plays in the event denoted by the verb
(e.g., Sarah’s role is volitional); the role features are derived from theoretical de-
scriptions of the semantic primitives underlying abstract thematic roles (e.g.,Dowty
(1991)). Thus, like the original BabySRL described above, models in this class rep-
resent a learner that has already acquired the grammatical categories and meanings
of the words in the sentence, and can identify the relational meaning of the sentence.
In essence, these models assume that identifying basic aspects of the syntactic struc-
ture of the sentence, and identifying the sentence’s meaning, are separate problems
that can be addressed as precursors to discovering links between syntax and seman-
tics. The key argument of both the syntactic and semantic bootstrapping theories is
that this is not true; on the contrary, links between syntax and semantics play a cru-
cial role in allowing the learner to identify the syntax of the sentence, its meaning,
or both (Pinker, 1984; Landau and Gleitman, 1985).

An influential model by Chang and colleagues is an exception to the rule that
distributional-learning models are kept separate from higher-level language process-
ing tasks. Chang et al. (2006) implemented a model that learns to link syntax and
semantics without predefined syntactic representations. Chang et al. modeled learn-
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(a) Sentence Sarah ate lunch .
arg1 verb arg2(b) Syntactic Pattern

(c) Semantic Properties verb: {act, consume}
eat

arg1
lexical: {woman, adult female, female, person ...}

role: {volitional, affecting, animate ...}

arg2
lexical: {meal, repast, nourishment ...}

role: {non-independently exist, affected ...}
Table 2 Example input sentence and extracted verb frame from Alishahi and Stevenson (2010).
The model learns to identify the subset of lexical and role features that are characteristic of each
argument position within similar verb usages, thus learning abstractions such as ‘agent’ and ‘pa-
tient’. The model assumes knowledge of the meanings of individual verbs and their arguments
(using the WordNet hierarchy and hand-constructed event-role representations), and also syntactic
knowledge of the identity of the verb and arguments, and the number and order of arguments in
the sentence.

ing in a system that yokes a syntactic sequencing system consisting of a simple
recurrent network (SRN), to a distinct message system that represents the meaning
of each input sentence. The message system represents each sentence’s meaning
via lexical-semantic representations that specify what particular actions and enti-
ties are involved in the meaning, bound to abstract event-role slots (action, agent,
theme, goal ...) that specify how many and what argument-roles are involved. In
a typical training trial, the model is presented with a fixed message for the sen-
tence, and a sequence of words conveying that message. The model tries to predict
each next word in the sentence from the previous words, based on prior learning
in the SRN and knowledge of the message. A key feature of this model is that the
hidden units of the SRN are linked by learnable weights to the abstract event-role
slots of the message system, but not to the lexical-semantic part of the message.
This “Dual-Path” architecture keeps lexical-semantic information out of the syntac-
tic sequencing system, thus ensuring that the model formulates abstract rather than
word-specific syntactic representations in its hidden units. This system is unique in
that it models online sentence processing, making predictions that change word by
word as the sentence unfolds; thus, unlike the other models discussed in this sec-
tion (including the BabySRL), it can be used to investigate how syntactic learning
depends on the order in which information becomes available in sentences. The cur-
rent effort shares with the dual-path model the linking of distributional learning into
a system that learns to link syntax and semantics. However, the dual-path model
creates syntactic representations by assuming the child already has accurate seman-
tic representations of the input sentences. This model therefore resembles semantic
bootstrapping in its reliance on meaning to drive syntax learning in a constrained
architecture. We sought to create a model in which the problems of sentence and
scene ambiguity could be solved jointly, allowing very partial syntactic constraints
to help select a meaning from an ambiguous scene.
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In jointly addressing these two types of ambiguity, our work could be viewed
as analogous to a recent model of the task of word segmentation, which logi-
cally precedes the sentence-interpretation task we examine here. Johnson et al.
(2010) present a computational model that jointly learns word segmentation along
with word-referent mappings; they demonstrate synergistic benefits from learning
to solve these problems jointly. Here we try to apply a similar insight at a dif-
ferent level of analysis, to learn about the structure of the sentence (identifying
arguments and predicates) along with a semantic analysis of the sentence (identi-
fying semantic roles). These high-level processing steps of course also depend on
word-segmentation success; although we do not yet incorporate this step, it could
be argued that additional benefits could be achieved by learning jointly across all
levels of language processing, from word segmentation through sentence-structure
identification to semantic interpretation.

In learning semantic role labeling, it is well known that the parsing step which
gives structure to the sentence is pivotal to final role labeling performance (Gildea
and Palmer, 2002; Punyakanok et al., 2008). Given the dependence of semantic
role labeling on parsing accuracy, there is considerable interest in trying to learn
syntax and semantics jointly, with two recent CoNLL shared tasks devoted to this
problem (Surdeanu et al., 2008; Hajič et al., 2009). In both cases, the best systems
learned syntax and semantics separately, then applied them together, so at this level
of language learning the promise of joint synergies has yet to be realized.

3 Model of Language Acquisition

As noted earlier, Semantic Role Labeling is an NLP task involving identifying and
classifying the verbal predicate-argument structures in a sentence, assigning seman-
tic roles to arguments of verbs. Combined with the development of robust syntactic
parsers, this level of semantic analysis should aid other tasks requiring intelligent
handling of natural language sentences, including information extraction and lan-
guage understanding. A large literature exploring the SRL task began to emerge
with the development of the PropBank semantic annotated corpora (Kingsbury and
Palmer, 2002; Palmer et al., 2005) and the introduction of the CoNLL (Annual Con-
ference on Computational Natural Language Learning) shared task SRL competi-
tions (Carreras and Màrquez, 2004, 2005). For a good review of the SRL task along
with a summary of the state of the art, see Màrquez et al. (2008).

To illustrate, (1) is a sentence from PropBank:

(1) Mr. Monsky sees much bigger changes ahead.

The SRL task is to identify the arguments of the verb “sees” and classify their
roles in this structure, producing the labeling in (2). In example (2), square brack-
ets mark the identified arguments; A0 (sometimes written as Arg-0) represents the
agent, in this case the seer, A1 (also Arg-1) represents the patient, or that which is
seen, and AM-LOC is an adjunct that specifies the location of the thing being seen.
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(2) [A0 Mr. Monsky] sees [A1 much bigger changes] [AM−LOC ahead] .

PropBank defines two types of argument roles: core roles A0 through A5, and
adjunct-like roles such as the AM-LOC above1. The core roles in the PropBank cod-
ing scheme represent a strong assumption about the nature of semantic roles (Palmer
et al., 2005); this assumption is also a key assumption of the structure-mapping ac-
count. That is, the core role labels (especially A0 and A1) are assumed to be abstract
semantic roles that are shared across verbs, although the precise event-dependent
meanings of the roles depends on the verb. For example, the argument of each verb
whose role is closest to a prototypical agent (Dowty, 1991) is marked as A0; this
would include the seer for ‘see’, the giver for ‘give’, and so forth. The argument
whose role is closest to a prototypical patient is designated A1; this includes the
thing seen for ‘see’, the thing given for ‘give’, and so forth. These role assignments
are given for each verb sense in the frame files of PropBank. Each frame file has a
different frame set for each sense of a verb that specifies and defines both the possi-
ble roles and the allowable syntactic frames for this verb sense. The across-verb sim-
ilarity of roles sharing the same role-label is less obvious for the higher-numbered
roles. For example, A2 is a source for ‘accept’, and an instrument for ‘kick’.

3.1 CHILDES Training Data

One goal of the BabySRL project was to assess the usefulness of a proposed set
of initial syntactic representations given natural corpora of child directed speech.
Therefore we used as input samples of parental speech to three children (Adam,
Eve, and Sarah; (Brown, 1973)), available via CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000). The
semantic-role-annotated corpus used in this project consists of parental utterances
from sections Adam 01-23 (child age 2;3 - 3;2), Eve 01-20 (1;6 - 2;3), and Sarah
01-90 (2;3 - 4;1). All verb-containing utterances without symbols indicating disflu-
encies were automatically parsed with the Charniak parser (Charniak, 1997) and
annotated using an existing SRL system (Punyakanok et al., 2008); errors were
then hand-corrected. The final annotated sample contains 15,148 sentences, 16,730
propositions, with 32,205 arguments: 3951 propositions and 8107 arguments in the
Adam corpus, 4209 propositions and 8499 arguments in Eve, and 8570 propositions
and 15,599 arguments in Sarah.

3.1.1 Preprocessing and Annotation

During preprocessing of the CDS transcripts, only utterances from the Mother and
Father were used. Other adults were typically present, including the researchers who

1 In our corpus the full set of role labels is: A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, AM-ADV, AM-CAU, AM-DIR,
AM-DIS, AM-EXT, AM-LOC, AM-MNR, AM-MOD, AM-NEG, AM-PNC, AM-PRD, AM-PRP,
AM-RCL, AM-TMP
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collected the data, but we focused on parental speech because we considered it most
likely to be typical CDS. Because our goal was to create a corpus for studying input
for language learning, we made no attempt to annotate the children’s speech.

In the process of annotation, as noted above we removed all parental utterances
that contained symbols indicating unintelligible speech, or that did not contain a
verb. In addition, after pilot annotation of utterances to one child (Eve), additional
guidelines were set, especially in regard to what constituted a main or auxiliary verb.
In particular, we decided not to annotate the verb ‘to be’ even when it was the main
verb in the sentence. As a result of these decisions, although there were 45,166
parental utterances in the sections annotated, only 15,148 were parsed and anno-
tated, fewer than 34% of all utterances. This may seem like a surprisingly small
proportion of the input to the children, but many of the ignored utterances were
single-word exclamations (“Yes”, “What?”, “Alright,” etc.), or were phrasal frag-
ments that did not contain a main verb (“No graham crackers today.” “Macaroni
for supper?”). Such fragments are common in casual speech, and particularly so in
speech to children. For example, in another corpus of child-directed English, only
52% of the utterances were full clauses (the rest were phrasal fragments or single-
word exclamations), and a substantial proportion of the full clauses had ‘to be’ as
their main verb, as in “Who’s so tall?” (Fisher and Tokura, 1996).

Annotators were instructed to follow the PropBank guidelines (Palmer et al.,
2005) in their semantic annotations, basing decisions on PropBank’s previously-
identified verb frames. If no frame existed for a specific verb (such as “tickle”,
found in CDS but not in the newswire text on which PropBank was developed), or
a frame had to be modified to accommodate uses specific to casual speech, then the
annotators were free to make a new decision and note this addition2.

In the main experiments reported in this chapter we used samples of parental
speech to one child (Adam; (Brown, 1973)) as training and test data, sections 01-20
(child age 2;3 - 3;1) for training, and sections 21-23 for test. To simplify evaluation,
we restricted training and testing to the subset of sentences with a single predicate
(over 85% of the annotated sentences). Additionally, in argument identification we
focus on noun arguments, as will be described below. This omits some arguments
that are not nouns (e.g., ‘blue’ in “Paint it blue.”), and some semantic roles that
are not typically carried by nouns. The final annotated sample contained 2882 sen-
tences, with 4778 noun arguments.

3.2 Learning Model

The original architecture for our BabySRL was based on the standard pipeline ar-
chitecture of a full SRL system (Punyakanok et al., 2008), illustrated in the top row
of Figure 1. The stages are: (1) Parsing of the sentence, (2) Identifying potential
arguments and predicates based on the parse, (3) Classifying role-labels for each

2 Corpus, decision files and additional annotation information available at http://cogcomp.
cs.illinois.edu/˜connor2/babySRL/
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Fig. 1 Comparison of basic architecture of traditional pipeline approach for Semantic Role La-
beling versus Latent BabySRL approach introduced here.

potential argument, trained using role-labeled text. Each stage depended on the ac-
curacy of the previous stages: argument identification depends on a correct parse,
role labeling depends on correct arguments.

The key intuition of the Latent BabySRL described here is that we can use the
task of semantic role labeling to generate and improve the intermediate syntactic
representations that support this labeling. An SRL classifier determines the roles
of arguments relative to a predicate in the sentence. The identity of arguments and
predicates, of course, is not apparent in the surface form of the sentence. Therefore
we suppose that this identification is part of a hidden structure for the sentence.
The validity of this hidden structure determines the success of the semantic role
labeling. As one of our assumptions about the starting-point of multi-word sentence
comprehension, the semantic-role classifier assumes that nouns fill argument slots
relative to verbs. Therefore the hidden structure that our system attempts to identify
is a simple syntactic structure defined by identifying the nouns and verbs in the
sentence, along with their linear order.

As shown in the bottom half of Figure 1, the Latent BabySRL architecture
roughly follows the standard pipeline, except that instead of a previously-trained
syntactic parser and supervised argument identifier, we rely on an unsupervised clus-
tering of words provided by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), and a latent argument
and predicate identifier that learns in response to feedback from the role classifier. In
this system, decisions in the syntactic and semantic layers are linked together, and
both are driven by semantic feedback from the world, given appropriate bottom-up
information. The latent predicate and argument classifier learns what assists it in
predicting semantic roles.

A similar HMM and the experiments in the next section were first presented
in (Connor et al., 2010), and a preliminary version of the Latent BabySRL architec-
ture first appeared in (Connor et al., 2011).

3.2.1 Unsupervised Part of Speech Clustering

As a first step in learning we used an unsupervised Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
tagger to provide a context-sensitive clustering of words. We fed the learner large
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amounts of unlabeled text and allowed it to learn a structure over these data to
ground future processing. This stage represents the assumption that the child is nat-
urally exposed to large amounts of language, and will begin to gather distributional
statistics over the input, independent of understanding the meaning of any words or
sentences. Because we used transcribed speech, this step assumes that the learner
can already correctly segment speech into words. The broader sample of text used to
support this initial unsupervised HMM clustering came from child directed speech
available in the CHILDES repository3. We again used only parents’ sentences, and
we removed sentences with fewer than three words or containing markers of disflu-
ency. In the end we used 320,000 sentences from this set, including over 2 million
word tokens and 17,000 unique words. Note that this larger HMM training set in-
cluded the semantically tagged training data, treated for this purpose as unlabeled
text.

The goal of this clustering was to provide a representation that allowed the learner
to generalize over word forms. We chose an HMM because an HMM models the in-
put word sequences as resulting from a partially predictable sequence of hidden
states. As noted in section 2, distributional statistics over word-strings yield con-
siderable information about grammatical category membership; the HMM states
therefore yield a useful unsupervised POS clustering of the input words, based on
sequential distributional information, but without names for states. An HMM trained
with expectation maximization (EM) is analogous to a simple process of predicting
the next word in a stream and correcting connections accordingly for each sentence.
We will refer to this HMM system as the HMM ‘parser’, even though of course
parsing involves much more than part-of-speech clustering, largely because in the
current version of the Latent BabySRL, the HMM-based clustering fills (part of) the
role of the parser in the traditional SRL pipeline shown in Figure 1.

An HMM can also easily incorporate additional knowledge during parameter
estimation. The first (and simplest) HMM-based ‘parser’ we used was an HMM
trained using EM with 80 hidden states. The number of hidden states was made
relatively large to increase the likelihood of clusters corresponding to a single part of
speech, while preserving some degree of generalization. Other researchers (Huang
and Yates, 2009) have also found 80 states to be an effective point for creating a
representation that is useful for further classification tasks, trading off complexity
of training with specificity.

Johnson (2007) observed that EM tends to create word clusters of uniform size,
which does not reflect the way words cluster into parts of speech in natural lan-
guages. The addition of priors biasing the system toward a skewed allocation of
words to classes can help. The second parser we used was an 80-state HMM trained
with Variational Bayes EM (VB) incorporating Dirichlet priors (Beal, 2003).4 These
priors assume one simple kind of innate knowledge on the learner’s part, represent-

3 We used parts of the Bloom (Bloom, 1970, 1973), Brent (Brent and Siskind, 2001),
Brown (Brown, 1973), Clark (Clark, 1978), Cornell, MacWhinney (MacWhinney, 2000),
Post (Demetras et al., 1986) and Providence (Demuth et al., 2006) collections.
4 We tuned the priors using the same set of 8 value pairs suggested by Gao and Johnson (2008),
using a held out set of POS-tagged CDS to evaluate final performance. Our final values are an emis-
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ing the expectation that the language will have a skewed distribution of word classes,
with a relatively small number of large classes, and a larger number of small classes.

In the third and fourth parsers we experimented with enriching the HMM with
other psycholinguistically plausible knowledge. Words of different grammatical cat-
egories differ in their phonological as well as in their distributional properties (e.g.,
Kelly (1992); Monaghan et al. (2005); Shi et al. (1998)); thus combining phonolog-
ical and distributional information improves the clustering of words into grammat-
ical categories. The phonological difference between content and function words is
particularly striking (Shi et al., 1998). Even newborns can categorically distinguish
content versus function words, based on the phonological difference between the
two classes (Shi et al., 1999), and toddlers can use both phonology and frequency
to identify novel words as likely content versus function words (Hochmann et al.,
2010). Human learners may treat content and function words as distinct classes from
the start.

To implement this division into function and content words5, we started with a
list of function word POS tags6 and then found words that appeared predominantly
with these POS tags, using tagged WSJ data (Marcus et al., 1993). We allocated a
fixed number of states for these function words, and left the rest of the states for the
content words. This amounts to initializing the emission matrix for the HMM with a
block structure; words from one class cannot be emitted by states allocated to other
classes. In previous work (Connor et al., 2010) we selected the exact allocation of
states through tuning the heuristic system for argument and predicate identification
examined in that work on a held-out set of CDS, settling on 5 states for punctuation,
30 states for function words, and 45 content word states. A similar block structure
has been used before in speech recognition work (Rabiner, 1989), and this tactic
requires far fewer resources than the full tagging dictionary that is often used to
intelligently initialize an unsupervised POS classifier (e.g. Brill (1997); Toutanova
and Johnson (2007); Ravi and Knight (2009)).

Because the function versus content word preclustering preceded HMM param-
eter estimation, it can be combined with either EM or VB learning. Although the
initial preclustering independently forces sparsity on the emission matrix and allows
more uniform sized clusters within each subset of HMM states, Dirichlet priors may
still help, if word clusters within the function or content word subsets vary in size
and frequency. Thus the third parser was an 80-state HMM trained with EM estima-
tion, with 30 states pre-allocated to function words; the fourth parser was the same
except that it was trained with VB EM.
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Fig. 2 Unsupervised Part of Speech results, matching states to gold-standard POS labels. All
systems use 80 states, and are evaluated on a POS-labeled subset of CDS text, which comprises
a subset of the HMM training data. Many-to-1 matching accuracy greedily matches states to their
most frequent part of speech (figure 2(a), higher is better). Variation of Information (figure 2(b)) is
an information-theoretic measure summing mutual information between tags and states, proposed
by Meilă (2002), and first used for Unsupervised Part of Speech in Goldwater and Griffiths (2007).
Smaller numbers are better, indicating less information lost in moving from the HMM states to
the gold POS tags. Note that incorporating function word preclustering allowed both EM and VB
algorithms to achieve the same performance with an order of magnitude fewer sentences. Figure
reproduced from Connor et al. (2010).

3.2.2 HMM Evaluation

In previous work (Connor et al., 2010) we evaluated versions of these parsers (the
first stage of our SRL system) on unsupervised POS clustering accuracy. Figure 2
shows the performance of the four parsers described above, using both many-to-one
accuracy and variation of information to measure the match between fine-grained
POS and the unsupervised parsers’ decisions while varying the amount of text they
were trained on. Each point on the graph represents the average result over 10 train-
ing runs of the HMM with different samples of the unlabeled CDS7.

Many-to-one accuracy is an evaluation metric that permits multiple HMM states
to map onto each POS tag: accuracy is measured by greedily mapping each state to
the POS tag it most frequently occurs within the test data; all other occurrences of
that state are then considered incorrect. EM can yield a better many-to-one score

sion prior of 0.1 and a transitions prior of 0.0001; as a Dirichlet prior approaches 0 the resulting
multinomial becomes peakier with most of the probability mass concentrated in a few points.
5 We also include a small third class for punctuation, which is discarded.
6 TO,IN,EX,POS,WDT,PDT,WRB,MD,CC,DT,RP,UH
7 Note that the data shown in Figure 2 reflect HMM initialization and training that differed slightly
from that described in Section 3.2.1 and used in the experiments reported here: In that previous
work, the set of function words differed slightly (e.g., in the current version we added ‘not’ to
the function word set, and removed ‘like’ and ‘have’), fewer states were allocated to punctuation
(3 rather than 5), and the HMM was trained on a smaller sample of unlabeled text (up to 160,000
sentences rather than 320,000). The revised HMM parser used in the present experiments produced
very similar results.
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than VB-trained HMM (Johnson, 2007), and our work showed the same result:
across variations in amount of training data, EM yielded higher accuracy by this
metric than VB, although these distinctions diminished as the amount of training
data increased.

Variation of information is a metric of the distance between two clustering
solutions (true POS labels and HMM states), which measures the loss and gain
of information when moving from one clustering to the other. It is defined as
V I(C1,C2) = H(C1|C2)+H(C2|C1) = H(C1)+H(C2)− 2 ∗ I(C1,C2), where H(C)
is the entropy of the clustering assignment C and I(C1,C2) is the mutual information
between the clustering C1 and C2. V I is a valid metric, and thus if two clusterings
are identical, their V I will be 0.

These data show that the HMM yielded robust POS clustering, and that the four
versions differed from each other in interesting ways. In particular, the content
vs. function-word split improved POS clustering performance. Measured both by
many-to-1 accuracy and V I, adding the function word split improved performance,
for both EM and VB training. Thus a preclustering of content and function words,
which we have argued is plausible for learners based on the well-established phono-
logical differences between these classes, improves the automatic identification of
POS clusters from text. In future sections we use the VB+Funct HMM, the best-
performing system in this evaluation, as the first step in the Latent BabySRL. The
HMM states both yield additional representational features that permit generaliza-
tion across words, and give us a means of incorporating some minimally-supervised
syntactic constraints on sentence interpretation.

4 Latent Training

Once a potential predicate and arguments have been identified (via latent training as
described in this section), a role classifier must assign a semantic role to each argu-
ment relative to the predicate. The role classifier can only rely on features that can be
computed with information available from previous stages of input processing, and
from prior learning. The latent argument and predicate identifier is trained to best
support accurate role classification. We trained this model in an online fashion in
which we present each sentence along with some semantic constraints as feedback;
both the semantic-role and the latent argument and predicate classifier then update
themselves accordingly. In this section we will describe how the model is trained
and what representations are used.

We can phrase our problem of Semantic Role Labeling as learning a structured
prediction task, which depends on some latent structure (argument and predicate
identification). As input we have the sequence of words and HMM states for a given
sentence, and the output is a role-labeled predicate-argument structure. The goal in
our structured prediction task is to learn a linear function fw : X →Y that maps from
the input space X (sentences) to output space Y (role labeled argument structure):
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fw(x) = argmax
y∈Y

max
h∈H

w ·Φ(x,h,y) (1)

Here H is a space of hidden latent structures that describes some connection
between X and Y (identification of arguments and predicate), Φ is a feature encoding
for the complete role labeled X ,H,Y example structure, w is the learned weight
vector that scores structures based on their feature encoding, and both w,Φ ∈ Rn.

Conventionally the weight vector w would be learned from a set of labeled train-
ing examples (xi,yi) ∈ X ×Y , attempting to maximize the difference between the
score for true structures yi and all other structures for every training example. As we
argued in the introduction to this chapter, it is implausible for the learner to receive
veridical sentence meanings for each sentence (the set of role labels linked with ar-
guments) as feedback for learning. The referential contexts that accompany speech
are assumed to be ambiguous; this is the problem that syntactic bootstrapping sets
out to solve. Therefore, instead of assuming that the learner is provided with a sin-
gle true interpretation, we rephrase the learning problem such that for each sentence
the learner is provided with a set of possible interpretations Yi ⊆ Y along with con-
straints on possible hidden structures Hi ⊆ H. In the next section we will describe
specific implementations of this feedback scheme. However, in this section, for clar-
ity in describing our algorithm and feature-sets, we use as an example the simplest
case, in which only the true interpretation is provided.

Because of the max over H in the definition of fw, the general optimization prob-
lem for finding the best w (in terms of minimizing a loss, or maximizing the margin
between the true structure and all others given a training set of {xi,yi}M

i=1 labeled ex-
amples) is non-convex. Previously this has been solved using some variant of latent
structure optimization (Chang et al., 2010; Yu and Joachims, 2009). Here we used
an online approach and a modification of Collin’s Structured Perceptron (Collins,
2002) with margin (Kazama and Torisawa, 2007). This basic, purely latent algo-
rithm (Algorithm 1) uses an approximation employed in (Felzenszwalb et al., 2008;
Cherry and Quirk, 2008) where for each example the best h∗ is found (according
to the current model and true output structure) and then the classifier is updated us-
ing that fixed structure. In this algorithm C is a fixed margin (set at 1.0) that must
seperate the true structure from the next highest prediction for the algorithm to not
modify the weight vector (1[y �= y∗i ] is an indicator function that is 1 for all y that are
not the true structure). The constant αw represents the learning rate.

Algorithm 1 Purely Latent Structure Perceptron
1: Initialize w0, t = 0
2: repeat

3: for all Sentences (xi,Yi) do

4: (h∗i ,y
∗
i )← argmaxh∈Hi,y∈Yi

wt ·Φw(xi,h,y)
5: y� ← argmaxy wt ·Φw(xi,h∗i ,y)+C ∗1[y �= y∗i ]
6: wt+1 ← wt +αw(Φw(xi,h∗i ,y

∗
i )−Φw(xi,h∗i ,y

�))
7: t ← t +1
8: end for

9: until Convergence
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The intuition behind algorithm 1 is that for every sentence the learner knows the
true meaning, or set of meanings that contain the true meaning (Yi), so it is able to
find the arrangement of arguments and predicate (hidden structure h∗) that best sup-
ports that meaning according to what it has already learned (current weight vector
wt ). Once we identify the latent arguments and predicate, we use this identification
to update the weight vector so the true role prediction y∗i will be more likely in the
future (line 5 and 6, structured perceptron update).

As stated in algorithm 1, h∗, the best set of arguments and predicates, is found
and then forgotten for each input sentence x. If we are interested in h beyond its
application to learning the weights w to predict semantic roles y, such as for gen-
eralizing to better find the arguments and predicate in related sentences x, then we
need a method for storing this information and passing it on to new examples.

To solve this problem, we trained a latent predicate and argument classifier along
with the role classifier, such that during the latent prediction for each sentence we
find the structure that maximizes the score of both role classification and structure
prediction. This algorithm is summarized in algorithm 2. The end result is two clas-
sifiers, fu to predict hidden structure and fw to use the hidden structure, that have
been trained to work together to minimize semantic-role classification training error.

Algorithm 2 Online Latent Classifier Training
1: Initialize w0,u0, t = 0
2: repeat

3: for all Sentences (xi,Yi) do

4: (h∗i ,y
∗
i )← argmaxh∈Hi,y∈Yi

wt ·Φw(xi,h,y)+ut ·Φu(xi,h)
// Update u to predict h∗

5: h� ← argmaxh ut ·Φu(xi,h)+C ∗1[h �= h∗i ]
6: ut+1 ← ut +αu(Φu(xi,h∗i )−Φu(xi,h�))

// Update w based on h∗ to predict y∗
7: y� ← argmaxy wt ·Φw(xi,h∗i ,y)+C ∗1[y �= y∗i ]
8: wt+1 ← wt +αw(Φw(xi,h∗i ,y

∗
i )−Φw(xi,h∗i ,y

�))
9: t ← t +1

10: end for

11: until Convergence

The intuition behind algorithm 2 is that for each sentence the learner finds the
best joint meaning and structure based on the current classifiers and semantic con-
straints (line 4), then seperately updates the latent structure fu and output structure
fw classifiers given this selection. In the case where we have perfect high level se-
mantic feedback Yi = yi, the role classifier will search for the argument structure
that is most useful in predicting the correct labels. More generally, partial feedback,
which constrains the set of possible interpretations but does not indicate the one true
meaning, may be provided and used for both labeling Yi and hidden structure Hi.

This learning model allows us to experiment with the trade-offs among different
possible sources of information for language acquisition. Given perfect or highly
informative semantic feedback, our constrained learner can fairly directly infer the
true argument(s) for each sentence, and use this as feedback to train the latent argu-
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ment and predicate identification (what we might term semantic bootstrapping). On
the other hand, if the semantic role feedback is loosened considerably so as not to
provide information about the true number or identity of arguments in the sentence,
the system cannot learn in the same way. In this case, however, the system may still
learn if further constraints on the hidden syntactic structure are provided through an-
other route, via a straight-forward implementation of the structure-mapping mecha-
nism for early syntactic bootstrapping.

4.1 Argument, Predicate and Role Classification

For the latent structure training method to work, and for the hidden structure clas-
sifier to learn, the semantic role classifier and feature set ( fw and Φw respectively)
must make use of the hidden structure information h. In our case, the role classifier
makes use of (and thus modifies during training) the hidden argument and predicate
identification in two ways. The first of these is quite direct: semantic role predic-
tions are made relative to specific arguments and predicates. Semantic-role feedback
therefore provides information about the identity of the nouns in the sentence. The
second way in which the role classifier makes use of the hidden argument and predi-
cate structure is less direct: The representations used by the SRL classifier determine
which aspects of the predictions of the argument and predicate latent classifier are
particularly useful in semantic role labeling, and therefore change via the learning
permitted by indirect semantic-role feedback.

In the simplest case we use the full set of correct role labels as feedback. We im-
plement this by providing correct labels for each word in the input sentence that was
selected by the latent classifier as an argument and is the head noun of an argument-
phrase. Thus the optimal prediction by the argument classifier will come to include
at least those words. The predicate classifier will therefore learn to identify pred-
icates so as to maximize the accuracy of SRL predictions given these arguments.
This represents the case of semantically-driven learning where veridical semantic
feedback provides enough information to drive learning of both semantics and syn-
tax. With more ambiguous semantic feedback, the hidden argument and predicate
prediction is not directed by straightforward matching of a full set of noun argu-
ments identified via semantic feedback. Nonetheless, the system is still driven to
select a hidden structure that best allows the role classifier to predict with what little
semantic constraint is provided. Without further constraints on the hidden structure
itself, there may not be enough information to drive hidden structure learning.

In turn, the hidden structure prediction of arguments and predicate depends on
the words and HMM states below it, both in terms of features for prediction and
constraints on possible structures. The hidden argument and predicate structure we
are interested in labels each word in the sentence as either an argument (noun), a
predicate (verb), or neither. We used the function/content word state split in the
HMM to limit prediction of arguments and predicates to only those words identified
as content words. In generating the range of possible hidden structures over content
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words, the latent structure classifier considers only those with exactly one predicate
and one to four arguments.

(a) Sentence She likes yellow flowers .
A0 A1Full Feedback

(b) Possible Interpretation 1 Possible Interpretation 2
Sentence she likes yellow flowers

N V N
Sentence she likes yellow flowers

N V NArgument Struct. Argument Struct.
(c) Feature Representation Feature Representation
Semantic Feat. she argument:she Semantic Feat. she argument:she
Φw(x,h,y) predicate:likes Φw(x,h,y) predicate:yellow

NPat: 1 of 2 NPat: 1 of 2
VPos:Before Verb VPos:Before Verb
w+1:likes w+1:likes

flowers argument:flowers flowers argument:flowers
predicate:likes predicate:yellow
NPat: 2 of 2 NPat: 2 of 2
VPos: After Verb VPos: After Verb
w-1:yellow w-1:yellow
w+1:. w+1:.

Structure Feat. she=N word:she Structure Feat. she=N word:she
Φu(x,h) hmm:35 Φu(x,h) hmm:35

verb:likes verb:yellow
w+1:likes w+1:likes
hmm+1:42 hmm+1:42
NPat: 1 of 2 NPat: 1 of 2

likes=V verb:likes yellow=V verb:yellow
hmm:42 hmm:57
w-1:she w-1:likes
hmm-1:35 hmm-1:42
w+1:yellow w+1:flowers
hmm+1:57 hmm+1:37
v:likes&2 args v:flowers&2 args
suffixes: s,es,kes suffixes: w,ow,low

Table 3 Example Sentence, showing (a) the full (gold standard) semantic feedback that provides
true roles for each argument, but no indication of the predicate, as well as (b) two possible hidden
structures given this level of feedback. The next rows show (c) the feature representations for indi-
vidual words. The Semantic Feature set shows the feature representation of each argument as used
in SRL classification; the Structure Feature set shows the feature representation of the first argu-
ment and the predicate in two of the 28 possible hidden structures. See text section section 4.1.1
for further description of the features.

As an example take the sentence “She likes yellow flowers.” There are four con-
tent words; with the constraint that exactly one is a predicate and at least one is an
argument, there are 28 possible predicate/argument structures, including the correct
assignment where ‘She’ and ‘flowers’ are arguments of the predicate ‘likes.’ The
full semantic feedback would indicate that ‘She’ is an agent and ‘flowers’ is a pa-
tient, so the latent score the SRL classifier predicts (line 4 in algorithm 2) will be
the sum of the score of assigning agent to ‘She’ and patient to ‘flowers’, assuming
both those words are selected as arguments in h. If a word does not have a seman-
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tic role (such as non-argument-nouns ‘likes’ or ‘yellow’ here) then its predictions
do not contribute to the score. Through this mechanism the full semantic feedback
strongly constrains the latent argument structure to select the true argument nouns.
Table 3 shows the two possible interpretations for “She likes yellow flowers.” given
full semantic feedback that identifies the roles of the correct arguments. Decisions
regarding ‘likes’ and ‘yellow’ must then depend on the representation used by both
the latent-structure predicate identifier and semantic-role classifier.

4.1.1 Features

For the semantic-role classifier we started with the same base BabySRL features
developed in Connor et al. (2008), simple structures that can be derived from a lin-
ear sequence of candidate nouns and verb. These features include ‘noun pattern’
features indicating the position of each proposed noun in the ordered set of nouns
identified in the sentence (e.g., first of three, second of two, etc; NPat in Table 3),
and ‘verb position’ features indicating the position of each proposed noun relative to
the proposed verb (before or after; VPos in Table 3). In the above example, given the
correct argument assignment, these features would specify that ‘She’ is the first of
two nouns and ‘flowers’ is the second of two. No matter whether ‘likes’ or ‘yellow’
is selected as a predicate, ‘She’ is before the verb and ‘flowers’ is after it. In addition,
we used a more complicated feature set that includes NPat and VPos features along
with commonly-used features such as the words surrounding each proposed noun
argument, and conjunctions of NPat and VPos features with the identified predi-
cate (e.g., the proposed predicate is ‘likes’ and the target noun is before the verb);
such features should make the role classifier more dependent on correct predicate
identification.

For the argument and predicate structure classifiers the representation Φu(x,h)
only depends on words and the other arguments and predicates in the proposed
structure. Each word is represented by its word form, the most likely HMM state
given the entire sentence, and the word before and after. We also specified additional
features specific to argument or predicate classification: the argument classifier uses
noun pattern (NPat in Table 3), and the predicate representation uses the conjunction
of the verb and number of arguments (e.g., ‘v:likes & 2args’ in Table 3), as well as
all suffixes of length up to three as a simple verb ending feature8.

It should be noted that both the purely latent (algorithm 1) and latent classifier
we have been discussing (algorithm 2) require finding the max over hidden struc-
tures and labelings according to some set of constraints. As implemented with the
sentences found in our child directed speech sample, it is possible to search over
all possible argument and predicate structures. In our set of training sentences there
were at most nine content words in any one sentence, which requires searching over
1458 structures of exactly one predicate and at most four arguments. On average

8 This roughly represents phonological/distribution information that might be useful for clustering
verbs together (e.g., Monaghan et al. (2005)), but that is not exploited by our HMM because the
HMM takes transcribed words as input.
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there were only 3.5 content words a sentence. Once we move to more complicated
language an alternative approximate search strategy will need to be employed.

5 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the Latent BabySRL, we examined both how well the final role clas-
sifier performed, and how accurately the latent predicate and argument classifiers
identified the correct structures when trained with only indirect semantic feedback.
Because in our training sentences there was only one true predicate per sentence, we
report the predicate accuracy as the percentage of sentences with the correct predi-
cate identified. For the identification of noun arguments, because there were multiple
possible predictions per sentence, we report F1: the harmonic mean of precision and
recall in identifying true arguments. Likewise, in evaluating semantic-role classifi-
cation, because there were many possible role labels and arguments to be labeled,
we report the overall semantic role F1 over all arguments and label predictions9.

Our first experiment tested online latent training with full semantic feedback. To
provide an upper bound comparison we trained with perfect argument knowledge,
so in this case both classifiers were fully and separately supervised (Gold Arguments
in Table 4). This upper bound reflects the levels of argument-identification and SRL
performance that are possible given our simple feature set and child-directed sen-
tence corpus. As a lower bound comparison for predicate-argument classification we
also include the expected result of selecting a random predicate/argument structure
for each sentence (Random Arguments in Table 4).

Training Predicate % Argument F1 Role F1
Gold Arguments 0.9740 0.9238 0.6920
Purely Latent 0.5844 0.6992 0.5588
Latent Classifier 0.9263 0.8619 0.6623
Random Arguments 0.3126 0.4580 -

Table 4 Results on held-out test set of SRL with arguments/predicate as latent structure, provided
with full semantic feedback. With Gold Arguments, both the structure classifier and the role clas-
sifier are trained with full knowledge of the correct arguments for each sentence. Purely Latent
does not use the latent argument and predicate classifier; it selects a structure for each sentence
that maximizes role classification of true labels during training (algorithm 1). Latent Classifier
training trains an argument/predicate identifier using the structure that the role classifier considers
most likely to give the correct labeling (where we know correct labels for each noun argument),
algorithm 2.

Table 4 shows the performance of the two algorithms from section 4 compared to
the just-mentioned upper and lower bounds. All classifiers used the full feature sets
from section 4.1. Recall that the purely latent method (algorithm 1) did not use an

9 Because we focus on noun arguments, we miss those predicate arguments that do not include any
nouns; the maximum SRL role F1 with only noun arguments correct is 0.8255.
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intermediate latent structure classifier, so it selected arguments and predicates only
to maximize the role classifier prediction for the current sentence. In contrast, in-
corporating a latent classifier into the training (algorithm 2) yielded a large boost in
both argument and predicate identification performance and final role performance.
Thus, given full semantic feedback, the argument and predicate classifier effectively
generalized the training signal provided by the latent semantic feedback to achieve
nearly the performance of being trained on the true arguments explicitly (Gold Ar-
guments). Of special note is the predicate identification performance; while full se-
mantic feedback implicitly indicates true arguments, it says nothing about the true
predicates. The predicate classifier was able to extract this information solely based
on identifying latent structures that helped the role classifier make the correct role
predictions.

As mentioned in section 4.1, our algorithm depends on two kinds of represen-
tations: those that feed semantic role classification, and those that feed the hidden
argument and predicate classifier. To investigate the interaction between the two
classifiers’ (hidden structure and SRL) representation choices, we tested the latent
classifier with the full argument and predicate feature sets when the role classifier
incorporated four different feature sets of increasing complexity: only the words
identified as candidate nouns and verb (Words in Table 5), words plus noun pattern
features (+NPat), the previous plus verb position features (+VPos), and a full model
containing all these features as well as surrounding words and predicate conjunc-
tions. With the addition to the SRL classifier of features that depend on more ac-
curate latent structure identification, we should see improvements in both final role
accuracy and argument and predicate identification. This experiment again used full
role feedback.

Role Features Predicate % Argument F1 Role F1
Words 0.64 (0.02) 0.81 (0.00) 0.63 (0.01)
+NPat 0.73 (0.05) 0.81 (0.00) 0.62 (0.01)
+VPos 0.93 (0.04) 0.83 (0.03) 0.65 (0.01)
+Surrounding words and
predicate conjunctions

0.93 (0.03) 0.86 (0.04) 0.66 (0.01)

Table 5 With full role feedback and latent classifier training, the role classifier features interact
with the latent predicate-argument structure classifier. Better role classification through improved
feature representation feeds back to allow for improved argument and predicate identification. The
last two feature sets make strong use of the identity of the predicate, which encourages the predicate
classifier to accurately identify the predicate. Each result represents the average over ten runs with
random training order; numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations.

Table 5 shows increasing performance with the increasing feature complexity of
the semantic role classifier. Most notable is the large difference in predicate iden-
tification performance between those feature sets that heavily depend on accurate
predicate information (+VPos and the full feature set in Table 5) and those that only
use the word form of the identified predicate as a feature. In contrast, argument
identification performance varied much less across feature sets in this experiment,
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because full semantic feedback always implicitly drives accurate argument identi-
fication. The increase in role classification performance across feature sets can be
attributed both to a useful increase in representations used for SRL classification,
and to the increased argument and predicate structure accuracy during both SRL
training and testing. The relatively high level of SRL performance given the lexical
features alone in Table 5 reflects the repetitive character of the corpus from which
our training and test sentences were drawn: Given full semantic feedback, consider-
able success in role assignment can be achieved based on the argument-role biases
of the target nouns (e.g., ‘she’, ’flowers’) and the familiar verbs in our corpus of
child-directed speech.

The results in this section show that the latent argument and predicate classi-
fier, equipped with simple representations of the proposed sentence structure, can
recruit indirect semantic-role feedback to learn to improve its representation of sen-
tence structure, at least when given fully accurate semantic-role feedback. This re-
sult makes sense: the identity and position of the verb are useful in identifying the
semantic roles of the verb’s arguments; therefore the latent predicate-argument clas-
sifier could use the indirect semantic feedback to determine which word in the sen-
tence was the verb. The full semantic-role feedback provided true information about
the number and identity of arguments in each sentence; in the next section we take
the crucial next step, reducing the integrity of the semantic role feedback to better
reflect real-world ambiguity.

5.1 Ambiguous Semantic Feedback

The full semantic feedback used in the previous experiments, while less informative
than absolute gold knowledge of true arguments and predicates, is still an unreason-
able amount of feedback to grant a child first trying to understand sentences. The
semantic feedback in our model represents the child’s inference of sentence mean-
ing from observation of the referential context. Because an ordinary scene makes
available a number of possible objects, relations and semantic roles that might be
mentioned, the child must learn to interpret sentences without prior knowledge of
the true argument labels for the sentence or of how many arguments are present.

We implement this level of feedback by modifying the constraining sets Hi and
Yi used in line 4 of algorithm 2. By loosening these sets we still provide feedback
to restrict the search space (thus modeling language learning as a partially super-
vised task, informed by inferences about meaning from scene observation), but not
a veridical role-labeling for each sentence.

We tested two levels of reduced role feedback. The first, which we call Set of
Labels, provides as feedback the true role labels that are present in the sentence,
but does not indicate which words correspond to each role. In this case Yi is just
the set of all labelings that use exactly the true labels present, and Hi is constrained
to be only those syntactic predicate-argument structures with the correct number
of arguments. This feedback scheme represents a setting where the child knows
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the semantic relation involved, but either does not know the nouns in the sentence,
or alternatively does not know whether the speaker meant ’chase’ or ’flee’ (and
therefore cannot fix role order). To illustrate, given the sentence “Sarah chased Bill”,
Set of Labels feedback would indicate only that the sentence’s meaning contains an
agent and a patient, but not which word in the sentence plays which role.

Even this Set of Labels feedback scheme specifies the number of true arguments
in the sentence. We can go a step further, supplying for each sentence a superset of
the true labels from which the learner must select a labeling. In the Superset feed-
back case, Yi includes the true labels, plus random additional labels such that for
every sentence there are 4 labels to choose from, no matter the number of true ar-
guments. Given Superset feedback, the learner is no longer constrained by the true
number of arguments provided via semantic feedback, so must search over all ar-
gument structures and role labelings that come from some subset of the feedback
set Yi. This represents a setting in which the learner must select a possible interpre-
tation of the sentence from a superset of possible meanings provided by the world
around them. In the “Sarah chased Bill” example, the feedback would be a set of
possible labels including the true agent and patient roles, but also two other roles
such as recipient or location, and thus no scene-derived indication of how many of
these roles are part of the sentence’s meaning. This may seem an extreme reduction
of the validity of semantic-role feedback. However, consider the following exam-
ple: a careful analysis of video transcripts of parents talking to toddlers found that
the parents were about equally likely to use intransitive motion verbs (e.g., ‘go in’)
as transitive ones (e.g., ‘put in’) when describing events in which an agent acted
on an object (Rispoli, 1989). Evidently the presence of an agent in an event does
not demand that a speaker choose a verb that encodes the agent’s role. Similarly,
in our earlier ‘yellow flower’ example, under many circumstances the speaker pre-
sumably could have said ‘yellow flowers are nice’ rather than ‘she likes yellow
flowers.’ These considerations, and the ‘human simulation’ experiments described
in section 1.1 (Gillette et al., 1999), all suggest that the number and identity of argu-
ments in the speaker’s intended meaning is not readily inferrable from world events
without some guidance from the sentence.

Feedback Pred % Arg F1 A0 A1 Role F1
Full Labels 0.94 (0.02) 0.89 (0.02) 0.85 (0.02) 0.75 (0.02) 0.64 (0.02)
Set of Labels 0.40 (0.23) 0.62 (0.14) 0.47 (0.28) 0.38 (0.17) 0.34 (0.14)
Superset 0.35 (0.20) 0.57 (0.11) 0.46 (0.27) 0.33 (0.13) 0.29 (0.11)
Random 0.31 0.46

Table 6 Results when the amount of semantic feedback is decreased. Each value represents the
mean over twenty training runs with shuffled sentence order; the numbers in parenthesis are the
standard deviations. Full label feedback provides true role feedback for each noun. Set of Labels
feedback provides an unordered set of true labels as feedback, so the learner must pick a structure
and label assignment from this set. Superset goes one step further and provides a superset of labels
that includes the true labels, so the learner does not know how many or which roles are mentioned
in the sentence. With these ambiguous feedback schemes the classifiers are barely able to begin
interpreting correctly, and with superset feedback the argument and predicate accuracy is only
slightly better than random.
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As seen in Table 6, Set and Superset feedback seriously degrade performance
compared to full role feedback. With superset feedback the learner cannot get a
good foothold to begin correctly identifying structure and interpreting sentences,
so its argument and predicate identification accuracy is little better than random.
This suggests that information about the number and identity of arguments might
be a necessary constraint in learning to understand sentences. In principle this infor-
mation could be derived either from observation of scenes (assuming the child has
access to some non-linguistic source of evidence about whether the speaker meant
‘chase’ or ‘flee’, ‘put in’ or ‘go in’) or from observation of sentences; the latter
source of information is the essence of syntactic bootstrapping, as we discuss next.

6 Recovering Argument Knowledge

Considerable psycholinguistic evidence, reviewed briefly in Section 1.1, suggests
that children learn some nouns before they start to interpret multi-word sentences,
and thus some noun knowledge is available to scaffold the beginnings of sentence
interpretation (e.g., Gillette et al. (1999)). This is syntactic bootstrapping, using
structural features of the sentence to guide interpretation under ambiguity. If we
can combine this extra source of knowledge with the Superset feedback described
above, then perhaps the result will be enough information for the system to learn to
identify nouns and verbs in sentences, and to classify the roles those nouns play.

Taking inspiration from the ‘structure-mapping’ account of syntactic bootstrap-
ping, we model this starting point by attempting to identify nouns in each input sen-
tence in a bottom-up, minimally-supervised manner. Once we know the number and
identity of nouns in the sentence, this additional constraint on the hidden structure
may allow the learner to overcome the semantic ambiguity introduced by Superset
feedback. In the next section we will describe how we identify potential arguments
using the distributional clustering provided by the HMM and a small seed set of
concrete nouns. A similar form of this bottom-up argument-identification procedure
was described in (Connor et al., 2010).

The bottom-up, minimally-supervised argument identifier we describe here ad-
dresses two problems facing the human learner. The first involves clustering words
by part-of-speech. As described in section 3.2.1, we use a fairly standard Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), supplemented by an a priori split between content and
function words, to generate clusters of words that occur in similar distributional
contexts. The second problem is more contentious: Having identified clusters of
distributionally-similar words, how do children figure out what role these clusters
of words play in a sentence interpretation system? Some clusters contain nouns,
which are candidate arguments; others contain verbs, which take arguments. How is
the child to know which are which?

The latent training procedure described in this chapter, when given full semantic
feedback, accomplishes argument and predicate identification roughly by semantic
bootstrapping: To return to our ‘She likes yellow flowers’ example, if the learner
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knows based on semantic feedback that ‘she’ is an agent, then the latent classifier
learns to treat ‘she’ as a noun argument; the provision of abstract HMM-based fea-
tures and noun-pattern features to the argument identification classifier permits it to
generalize this learning to other words in similar sentence positions. But this use
of semantic-role feedback to identify nouns as such seems counter-intuitive. In this
section we spell out a simpler way to use a small step of semantic bootstrapping
to automatically label some of the distributionally-derived clusters produced by the
HMM tagger as nouns, thereby improving argument-identification from the bottom
up, without requiring accurate semantic-role feedback.

6.1 Bottom-Up Argument Identification

The unsupervised HMM parser provides a state label for each word in each sentence;
the goal of the argument identification stage is to use these states to label words as
potential arguments, predicates or neither. As described in Section 1.1, the structure-
mapping account of early syntactic bootstrapping holds that sentence comprehen-
sion is grounded in the learning of an initial set of nouns. Children are assumed to
identify the referents of some concrete nouns via cross-situational learning (Gillette
et al., 1999; Smith and Yu, 2008). Children then assume, given the referential mean-
ings of these nouns, that they are candidate arguments. Again, this involves a small
step of semantic bootstrapping, using the referential semantics of already-learned
words to identify them as nouns. We used a small set of known nouns to transform
unlabeled word clusters into candidate arguments for the SRL: HMM states that oc-
cur frequently with known names for animate or inanimate objects are assumed to
be argument states.

Algorithm 3 Argument State Identification
1: INPUT: Parsed Text T = list of (word, state) pairs
2: Set of concrete nouns N
3: OUTPUT: Set of argument states A
4: A ←∅

// Count Appearance of each state with a known noun

5: f reqN(s)← |{(w,s) ∈ T |w ∈ N}|
6: for all Content States s do

7: if f reqN(s)≥ 4 then

8: Add s to A
9: end if

10: end for

11: return A

Given text parsed by the HMM parser and a seed list of known nouns, the argu-
ment identifier proceeds as illustrated in algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 identifies noun
states simply by counting the number of times each state is seen with a known noun
( f reqN(s) in algorithm 3) in some HMM tagged text (Adam training data). Any
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state that appears at least 4 times with words from the seed noun list is identified as
a noun state. Whenever these states are encountered in the future, the word associ-
ated with them, even if unknown, will be interpreted as a potential argument. This
use of a seed list with distributional clustering is similar to Prototype Driven Learn-
ing (Haghighi and Klein, 2006), except in the present case we provide information
on only one class. A similar approach was proposed by Mintz (2003), using seman-
tic knowledge of a small set of seed nouns to tag pre-existing distributionally-based
clusters as noun clusters.

Because we train our HMM with a preclustering of states into function and con-
tent words, we use this information in the minimally supervised argument identi-
fication. Only content word states are considered to be potential argument states,
thus eliminating any extraneous function words from consideration. This of course
improves identification performance, because it only eliminates potential errors.

To generate a plausible ‘seed’ set of concrete nouns, we used lexical develop-
ment norms (Dale and Fenson, 1996), selecting all words for things or people that
were commonly produced by 20-month-olds (over 50% reported), and that appeared
at least 5 times in our training data. Because this is a list of words that children
produce, it represents a lower bound on the set of words that children at this age
should comprehend. This yielded 71 words, including words for common animals
(‘pig’, ‘kitty’, ‘puppy’), objects (‘truck’, ‘banana’, ‘telephone’), people (‘mommy’,
‘daddy’), and some pronouns (‘me’ and ‘mine’). To this set we added the pronouns
‘you’ and ‘I’, as well as given names ‘adam’, ‘eve’ and ‘sarah’. The inclusion of
pronouns in our list of known nouns represents the assumption that toddlers have
already identified pronouns as referential terms. Even 19-month-olds assign appro-
priately different interpretations to novel verbs presented in simple transitive ver-
sus intransitive sentences with pronoun arguments (“He’s kradding him!” vs. “He’s
kradding!”; (Yuan et al., ress)).

The resulting set of 76 seed nouns represents a high-precision set of argument
nouns: They are not highly frequent in the data (except for the pronouns), but they
nearly always appear as nouns and as arguments in the data (over 99% of the oc-
currences of words in this list in our training data are nouns or pronouns, over 97%
are part of arguments). Given this high precision, we set a very permissive condition
that identifies argument states as those HMM states that appear 4 or more times with
known seed nouns. In our experiments we set the threshold of known nouns appear-
ing with an HMM state to 4 through tuning argument identification on a held-out
set of argument-identified sentences.

6.1.1 Argument Identification Evaluation

Figure 3 shows the argument identification accuracy of the minimally supervised ar-
gument identification system, with increasing numbers of seed nouns sampled from
the set of 76. First, using the HMM model with the function-content-word split and
VB training, we generated 10 models over the large untagged HMM training corpus
with different random initializations, and selected the one with the lowest perplex-
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Fig. 3 Effect of number of concrete nouns for seeding argument identification. To generate these
results, one HMM trained with VB+Funct was selected out of ten models with different random
initializations (the best in terms of lowest perplexity on large corpus of untagged training data).
Adam training data was then tagged with states from this HMM; for each lexical development
seed set size, 100 runs with random selection of seed nouns were averaged together to produce the
data shown here. Argument identification accuracy is computed for the Adam data set using true
argument boundaries from hand labeled data. With 76 seed nouns, the argument identifier achieves
over 0.80 F1.

ity (highest log likelihood) for use in the argument identification experiments. We
then tagged the Adam SRL training data with states from this selected HMM, us-
ing the state for each word that had highest marginal probability given the rest of
the sentence (using forward-backward algorithm). In this figure, for each set size of
seed nouns, we report the mean over 100 runs of the argument identification with a
random selection of seed nouns in each run.

We evaluated this performance compared to hand labeled data with true argument
and predicate boundaries. We present the primary argument (A0-4) identification
accuracy using the F1 measure, with precision calculated as the proportion of iden-
tified arguments that appear as part of a true argument, and recall as the proportion
of true arguments that cover some state identified as an argument. This is a rather
lenient measure of accuracy since we are comparing identified individual words to
full phrase boundaries.

As Figure 3 shows, this minimally-supervised argument identification system
can successfully identify arguments starting with a handful of concrete nouns. Even
with just 10 nouns, argument identification is almost 0.6 F1; with 76 nouns (still a
modest number relative to toddlers’ estimated comprehension vocabularies), argu-
ment identification improves to over 0.8 F1. Even so, we have not yet tapped the
full information available in the finer grained HMM clusters. Looking at the upper
bound, which is computed as the optimal selection of HMM states given knowledge
of true argument boundaries, there is still some room for improvement.
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6.2 Integrating into Online Latent Classifier

Next, we use this bottom-up argument identification system to constrain the argu-
ment search in our latent classifier training. During training, we restrict the set of
possible argument structures (Hi in algorithm 2) such that only those structures that
agree with the HMM argument identification are considered, and the best labeling
from the Superset of labels is selected for this structure. If we use the arguments
identified via HMM argument identification to essentially fix the argument structure
during training, the problem remaining for the learner is to select the predicate from
among the non-argument content words in the sentence, while also identifying the
labeling that is most consistent with the identified arguments and expectations from
previous training.

Feedback Pred % Arg F1 A0 A1 Role F1
Full Labels 0.94(0.02) 0.89(0.02) 0.85(0.02) 0.75(0.02) 0.64(0.02)
Set of Labels 0.40(0.23) 0.62(0.14) 0.47(0.28) 0.38(0.17) 0.34(0.14)
Superset 0.35(0.20) 0.57(0.11) 0.46(0.27) 0.33(0.13) 0.29(0.11)
Superset + HMM Args 0.87(0.10) 0.88(0.01) 0.68(0.25) 0.54(0.16) 0.48(0.15)
Superset + True Args 0.86(0.09) 0.92(0.01) 0.69(0.21) 0.61(0.13) 0.52(0.13)
Superset + True Args&Pred 0.97(0.00) 0.93(0.00) 0.68(0.19) 0.61(0.12) 0.52(0.11)
Random 0.31 0.46

Table 7 Results when the amount of semantic feedback is decreased, but bottom-up syntactic
information is used to help constrain the possible hidden structures and recover from ambiguous
semantic feedback. The top three rows of data are reproduced from Table 6. We introduce extra
information by constraining the possible argument structures for each training example using syn-
tactic knowledge, either bottom-up from an HMM-based minimally supervised argument identifier,
or via knowledge of true arguments. Once extra information about argument identity is introduced,
whether true arguments or the HMM-identified arguments, the learner is able to make use of the
Superset feedback, and begin to identify the agent and patient roles (A0 and A1), and the predicate.

Table 7 shows that once we add the HMM bottom-up argument identification to
the Superset feedback scheme, the argument and predicate performance increases
greatly (due to accuracy of the HMM argument identification). Note in Table 7 that
bottom-up HMM argument identification is strong (0.88 F1 compared to 0.93 when
trained with true arguments), and that this effective argument-identification in turn
permits strong performance on verb identification. Thus our procedure for tagging
some HMM classes as argument (noun) classes based on a seed set of concrete
nouns, combined with ambiguous Superset semantic feedback that does not indicate
the number or identity of semantic arguments, yields enough information to begin
learning to identify predicates (verbs) in input sentences.

Next, looking at the final role classification performance of the Superset+argument
constraint training schemes in Table 7, we see that Role F1 increases over both
straight Superset and unordered Set of Labels feedback schemes. This increase is
most dramatic for the more common A0 and A1 roles.

This represents one possible implementation of the structure-mapping procedure
for early syntactic bootstrapping. If we assume the learner can learn some nouns
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with no guidance from syntactic knowledge (represented by our seed nouns), that
noun knowledge can be combined with distributional learning (represented by our
HMM parser) to tag some word-classes as noun classes. Representing each sentence
as containing some number of these nouns (HMM argument identification) then per-
mits the Latent BabySRL to begin learning to assign semantic roles to those nouns
in sentences given highly ambiguous feedback, and also to use that ambiguous se-
mantic feedback, combined with the constraints provided by the set of identified
nouns in the sentence, to improve the latent syntactic representation, beginning to
identify verbs in sentences.

This latent training method with ambiguous feedback works because it is seeking
consistency in the features of the structures it sees. At the start of training, or when
encountering a novel sentence with features not seen before, the latent inference will
essentially choose a structure and labeling at random (since all structures will have
the same score of 0, and ties are broken randomly). From this random labeling the
classifier will increase connection strengths between lexical and structural features
in the input sentence, and the (at first randomly) selected semantic role labels. As-
suming that some number of random or quasi-random predictions are initially made,
the learner can only improve if some feature weights increase above the others and
begin to dominate predictions, both in the latent structure classifier and in the linked
SRL classifier. This dominance can emerge only if there are structural features of
sentences that frequently co-occur with frequent semantic roles.

Thus, the assignment of A0 and A1 roles can be learned by this latent SRL learner
despite superset feedback, both because of the frequency of these two roles in the
training data and their consistent co-occurrence with simple sentence-structure fea-
tures that make use of the bottom-up information provided by the HMM argument
identification. If “She likes yellow flowers.” is encountered early during latent train-
ing, the feedback may be the superset {A0, A1, A4, AM-LOC}, where the true
labels A0 and A1 are present along with two other random labels. With accurate
identification of ‘she’ and ‘flowers’ as arguments via the HMM bottom-up argu-
ment identification system, the learner will choose among only those role labelings
that use two of the four roles. Given a large number of different sentences such
as “She kicks the ball” (true labels are A0, A1), “She writes in her book” (A0,
A2), and “She sleeps” (A0), the most consistent labeling amongst the true and ran-
dom labelings provided by Superset feedback will be that both ‘she’ and the first
of two nouns are more likely to be labeled as A0. This consistent labeling is then
propogated through the learner’s weights, and used for future predictions and learn-
ing. Thus, even superset feedback can be informative given bottom-up information
about the nouns in the sentence, because frequent nouns and argument patterns (e.g.,
first of two nouns) consistently co-occur with frequent roles (e.g., A0). Without the
identified arguments, the chance of randomly assigning the correct arguments and
roles decreases dramatically; as a result, the likelihood of encountering the correct
interpretation often enough for it to dominate disappears.
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7 Conclusion

We began with two problems for accounts of language acquisition: The sequences
of words that make up the input sentences constitute highly ambiguous evidence
for syntactic structure, and the situations in the world that accompany the input
sentences constitute highly ambiguous evidence for sentence meaning. These two
problems have led to ’bootstrapping’ approaches to language acquisition, in which
some set of built-in representational or architectural constraints on the language-
learning system permit the learner to infer one type of structure from knowledge
of another. Via semantic bootstrapping (Pinker, 1984, 1989), the learner uses inde-
pendent knowledge of word and sentence meaning to identify the covert syntactic
structures of sentences. Via syntactic bootstrapping (Fisher et al., 2010; Gillette
et al., 1999; Landau and Gleitman, 1985; Naigles, 1990), the learner uses indepen-
dent partial knowledge of syntactic structures to determine sentence meaning. These
views are sometimes described as competing accounts, but in fact they share many
assumptions, crucially including the assumption that the learner begins with some
constraints on the possible links between syntax and semantics. In the present work
we tried to incorporate key intuitions of both semantic and syntactic bootstrapping
accounts to jointly address the two ambiguity problems with which we began.

To do so, we created a system within which we could manipulate the provision of
partially-reliable syntactic and semantic information sources during language acqui-
sition. We trained a semantic role classifier jointly with a simplified latent syntactic
structure classifier, with learning based on (varyingly ambiguous) semantic feed-
back and simple linguistic constraints. This Latent BabySRL, sketched in Figure 1,
began by using an HMM to cluster unlabeled word-forms by part of speech. This
clustering was based on distributional information recoverable from input word se-
quences, and was constrained by an initial division into content and function words,
and by prior biases regarding the sparsity of word classes. This step represents the
assumption that infant learners, even before they understand the meanings of words
or sentences, gather statistics about how words are distributed in the linguistic in-
put (e.g., Gomez and Gerken (1999); Marcus. et al. (1999); Romberg and Saffran
(2010)), and discriminate content from function words based on their distinct phono-
logical properties (Shi et al., 1998, 1999). It is well established in previous work that
considerable information about grammatical category similarity can be obtained by
the kind of sequential distributional analysis that an HMM undertakes. We assume
that other learning architectures that are sensitive to the sequential statistics of the
input would produce similar results; this would include a simple recurrent network
that learns a category structure in its hidden units to predict the next word in input
sentences (e.g., Chang et al. (2006); Elman (1990)).

With this previous distributional learning in hand, the Latent BabySRL attempted
to jointly learn a latent structure for identifying arguments (nouns) and a predicate
(verb) in input sentences, and to predict the roles of the identified arguments rela-
tive to the identified predicate. The only information sources for this joint learning
task were the semantic-role feedback (ranging from full ‘gold standard’ feedback
to highly ambiguous superset feedback) provided to the semantic-role classifier, the
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representational constraints on the two classifiers (their feature sets), and the way in
which the predictions of the latent structure classifier were used to generate input
features for the semantic role classifier. These constraints represent simple but sub-
stantive constraints on the links between syntax and semantics. First, the semantic
role classifier predicts a semantic role for all and only the nouns it finds in the input
sentence. This represents a simple built-in link between syntax and semantics, and
a key assumption of the structure-mapping view: the learner assumes each noun is
an argument of some predicate term. Second, the latent structure classifier and the
semantic-role classifier are equipped with both lexical features (the words in the
sentence) and more abstract structural features that permit them to generalize be-
yond particular words. These abstract features include the predicted HMM clusters
of the nouns and verb identified in the sentence, and also simple sentence-structure
relational features that can be derived from the identified sequence of nouns and
verb, features such as “1st of 2 nouns” and “preverbal noun”. Crucially, the specific
content and the connection weights of these simple abstract structural features are
not provided to the model as hand-coded features of input sentences; such a choice
would model a learner that (somehow) begins with accurate identification of nouns
and verbs. Instead, the specific syntactic and semantic knowledge that develops in
the system arises from the kinds of features the classifiers can represent, and the
way in which the model is set up to use them to identify latent structures and in
turn to predict semantic roles. Thus we model a learner that begins with substantive
constraints on links between syntax and semantics, but without being informed of
which words are nouns and which are verbs.

When trained with very informative semantic-role feedback, the Latent BabySRL
implements a simple form of semantic bootstrapping. The provision of complete se-
mantic role feedback represents the assumption that the child knows the meaning
of the content words in the sentence, and can generate an interpretation of the input
sentence based on observing the accompanying scene. Given such veridical seman-
tic feedback, the Latent BabySRL can straightforwardly identify the noun arguments
in the sentence (they are the ones that play semantic roles such as agent or patient),
but can also learn to identify the verb, by learning that the identity and position of
the verb are useful predictor of semantic roles in English sentences (e.g., preverbal
nouns tend to be agents).

When trained with highly ambiguous semantic feedback, the Latent BabySRL
still learned to identify arguments and predicates, and to use that inferred syntactic
structure to assign semantic roles, but only if the system was ‘primed’ with knowl-
edge of a small set of concrete nouns. The superset feedback described in Section 5.1
made possible many interpretations of each input sentence (including the true one);
this feedback scheme provided no information about the number of arguments in
each sentence, or which word in the sentence should be aligned with each semantic
role. We implemented a procedure whereby a set of concrete seed nouns was used to
automatically tag some HMM clusters as noun clusters. This bottom-up argument
identification system then constrained the argument search in the latent structure
classifier training, as described in Section 6.2. Representing each input sentence as
containing some number of nouns guided the learner’s assignment of meaning to
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input sentences; this in turn permitted the Latent BabySRL to improve its represen-
tation of input sentences (including learning to identify the verb), and therefore to
further improve its semantic-role classification.

This process represents one straightforward implementation of the structure-
mapping account of the origin of syntactic bootstrapping. A skeletal sentence struc-
ture, grounded in a set of concrete nouns, provides a preliminary estimate of the
number and identity of the noun arguments in the sentence, which in turn permits
further semantic and syntactic learning. The Latent BabySRL’s dramatic failure to
learn when provided with superset feedback without this bottom-up information
about the number of noun arguments in the sentence suggests that argument-number
information, which in principle could be derived from lucky observations of infor-
mative scenes (as in the full-feedback version), or from partial knowledge of syntax
grounded in a set of nouns, was crucial to permitting the system to learn.

One might ask which of these two settings of our model is closer to the typical
state of the human learner. Should we assume the semantic bootstrapping setting is
typical – that the child often knows the meanings of the content words in sentences,
and can divine the sentence’s meaning from observation of scenes? Or should we
assume that the syntactic bootstrapping setting is typical, particularly at early points
in acquisition – that the child needs guidance from the sentence itself to determine
the abstract relational meanings of verbs, and of sentences? Some would argue that
even toddlers can often determine the speaker’s intended message in contexts of
face-to-face interaction, reading the speaker’s intention in a shared interactional
goal space (e.g., Pinker (1989); Tomasello (2003)). Others, including the present
authors, would argue that the abstract relational meanings of verbs and sentences
cannot routinely be determined from event observation without linguistic guidance
(e.g., Fisher (1996); Gillette et al. (1999); Rispoli (1989)). The present computa-
tional experiments contribute to this conversation by making explicit one way in
which partial representations of the structure of sentences, derived with the aid of
no semantic information beyond the meanings of a few concrete nouns, to guide
early verb learning and sentence interpretation.
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